On the basis of intuition and experience obtained in applying multiperipheral models to hadronic processes we generalize these ideas and techniques to massive current reactions. The details of the exchanges and cutoffs are not important and most of our results depend only on factorization properties of these amplitudes. A relation for the structure functions of the various current processes is obtained. A comparison is made to other models for these hard-current reactions.
I. INTRODUCTION Reactions involving currents with large momentum squared, q', are of considerable interest as they may probe pointlike constituents of matter. The rates for all these processes have observed or conjectured scaling behavior. It is this scaling behavior which indicates the possible point structure.
A variety of mechanisms has been proposed to account for this scaling. The original, the one responsible for even looking for such a behavior, was the picture of Feynman' and ', in([q'~jp') on either side of the photon rapidity.
C. Kinematic variables
Aside from the tensor structure of 8"" to which we shall return, all the diagrams discussed previously will depend on scalars formed from the momenta entering or leaving the diagram. Likewise the momenta P, and P, will be large along We note that all the amplitudes of Fig. 2 are made up of two basic units indicated in Fig. 3 . Figure 3(a) shows the usual kernel of a hadronic multiperipheral systems which we indicate by a rectangular block and denote by z. The part associated with the photon is shown in Fig. 3(b) and will be drawn as an oval. and denoted by 8""' the subscripts refer to the current indices. The three processes of Fig. 2 may now be represented by the abstracted diagrams of Fig. 4 . In order to discuss inclusive processes for a particle emitted within the photon fragmentation region we need an analog of the kernel s. This is indicated in Fig. 5 and we denote this kernel by t:. The diagrams governing the inclusive processes are now illustrated in Fig. 6 . In Fig. 6(a) we show the process for inclusive e'+e annihilation. In Fig. 6 (b) the inclusive production of a particle in the photonfragmentation region of deep-inelastic electron scattering is shown, while in Fig. 6 (c) the same process for the particle emerging in the hadronic region is presented. Qeneralization to inclusive production of several particles is straightforward. 
FACTOHIZABLE MODEL FOB MASSIVE CURRENT PROCESSES
(s(Pi, P, ) =II(2Pi P, /V'), s(p"p, ) =C(2p, p, /g'). (2) some direction. The momenta transverse to that direction will be limited and in the context of the present approximation set equal to zero. By convention we consider the various momenta entering or leaving the diagrams as indicated in Fig. 3 In the approximation of treating all processes as collinear and all momenta as large, these conserved vectors are proportional to one another. With these restrictions for any vector p. q will be understood to be the momentum of the current relevant for each process.
III. APPLICATIONS
Before discussing the individual examples that we shall study in detail, let us repeat the conventions and assumptions.
(i) All amplitudes will be built out of the hadronic and current kernels discussed in the previous section.
(ii) All transverse momenta will be set identically equal to zero.
(iii) Energy and longitudinal momentum conservation will be taken care of by the leading particles.
(iv) In addition to the kernels 8, 8, and 8 we need certain coupling constants. Let g and g represent the coupling of a produced particle to a hadronic ((B) or current (8 and (:)kernels respectively. Likewise, let G~r epresent the coupling of to one of the incident hadrons and Q& the effects of performing the phase-space integration over one of the leading particles in 8 or 6. = -sÃ(g)(p -q))qp/q )q B(q )w here B(q2) is the ratio of the cross section for this process to that for e'+e -p. "+p, .
In our model we obtain &«(p, -pa())~'(p2i)dp, dna (8) where the longitudinal direction is taken to be along p, . Using E(ls. (2) , (4), and (V) we find ff(q') =-, 'G, [sa,(I, I; q') --. ' 
&, (I, I; q')]O, . (8)
The factor -, ' is due to the fact that the integration over p, is restricted to half of the sphere.
B. e'+ e~hadron (p) + ". Equation (20) 
Anticipating scaling we introduce the variables &u, =2gv, /Q'. As the procedure within this model should be familiar by now, we shall just state the results. We have to distinguish, however, two regions in momentum of the produced particle. '
x 5'(p. + p. -q p.) (21-) V""may be built out of -(g""-q"q /q') and the dyadics formed out of II"(p,) and 11 (p ). As in the previous discussion, the one-dimensional nature of our problem makes these two vectors proportional to one another. Thus we choose ' ', (b) deep-inelastic production in current-fragmentation region, (c) deep-inelastic production in hadronic region. Vpp = -(g~y -qpqp/q )Vl +-, '[11"(P, )ll"(P,) + II"(P,)11"(P,)]V, /q'.
Using the variables &u, =2p, q/q ', &=2p, p, (s=q'&u, ld, It should be fairly clear by now how to proceed with any deep-inelastic scattering using the methods of this model.
IV. SCALING
In order to insure scaling we must make an assumption on the large-q' limit of A»(x, y; q'). A~(x, y; q') = --, 'xyA, (x, y; q') +A, (x, y; q') .
The crossing relations state that' " A, (x, y; q') = -A, (x, y; -q'), Ai(x"y; q') A, (x, y; q ') = e(q ')A, (x, y), A~(x, y; q') =Ai(x, y). (ii) z'c((a)) =g 'B((u) .
If instead of the second relation above one assumes C" B=G&Cg' and 
